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ExEcutivE Summary

the introduction of japan’s corporate governance code in june 

2015 was heralded as a major step forward in improving the 

transparency and accountability of japanese listed companies. 

whilst the code appears to be having some positive impact 

on governance issues such as board independence, the same 

cannot be said of the code’s effect on the reporting and 

integration of sustainability and stakeholder issues.

the provision of environmental, social and governance (esg) 

information related to business operations (including through a 

company’s value chain) is a vital consideration for shareholders 

and other stakeholders in assessing a company’s performance 

and investment potential. the omission or concealment of 

such information can cause unforeseen losses to investors from 

company links to harmful environmental or social impacts.1  

such impacts are not only detrimental to the environment and 

people impacted, but can also result in brand reputation losses, 

cancellation of supplier contracts, supply chain disruptions, 

operational delays, shutdowns in production, or legal action.

the code’s key sustainability and stakeholder provisions are 

contained in section 2 of the code, while reporting of non-

financial information is required under general principle 3. 

according to a recent tokyo stock exchange (tse) synthesis 

report of company compliance with the code, more than 99 

per cent of firms self-reported to be fully complying with these 

specific sustainability and stakeholder provisions.2

rainforest action network (ran) examined the code reports 

of ten major japanese companies with known links to tropical 

deforestation and associated social risks through their supply 

chains, trading divisions or financial relationships. all ten 

companies surveyed reported on their measures to cooperate 

with stakeholders and address sustainability issues, however 

measures varied in quality and were generally inadequate 

relative to the esg risks associated with tropical forest-risk 

commodities. 

Key findings of our assessment are:

 »  all companies were exposed to significant esg risks in 

their forest-commodity supply chains and/or financing 

relationships, including the destruction of High conservation 

value forest (Hcv), High carbon stock (Hcs) forest,3 and 

conflict with local communities;

 »  none of the companies sufficiently disclosed these esg risks  

in their corporate governance code report;

 »  none of the companies adequately considered affected 

communities, a consistently overlooked stakeholder group, 

and none offered any grievance mechanism;

 »  only two forest-sector companies, sumitomo Forestry 

corporation (sumitomo Forestry) and oji Holdings 

corporation (oji), reported some information on progress in 

implementing their sector-based policies relevant to tropical 

forest-risk supply chains;

 »  only one financial institution, sumitomo mitsui trust  

Holdings, explicitly considered esg issues as part of their  

risk management framework and engagement with 

companies; and

 »  none of the financial institutions had publicly available, 

relevant and sector-specific financing policies to address 

their exposure to esg risks through their client base. 

the findings in this report suggest that many companies 

are systematically misreporting compliance with their 

sustainability and stakeholder obligations under the code, 

or, have a fundamental lack of understanding as to what 

constitutes meaningful sustainability reporting and stakeholder 

engagement. while this is not the fault of the corporate 

governance code itself, the ambiguity in the code and 

guidelines facilitates this misreporting. in particular, there is 

a lack of clarity on the range of stakeholders that should be 

considered, what measures are “appropriate” in addressing 

sustainability issues and what non-financial information should 

be disclosed (see recommendations section). consequently, 

japan’s corporate governance code does not presently enable 

shareholders or other stakeholder groups to have sufficient 

confidence in the corporate sustainability performance of 

japanese companies. 

in order to remedy the deficiencies identified in this study, the 

code’s sustainability and stakeholder reporting obligations and 

guidance must be strengthened and clarified, and companies 

must urgently improve efforts to understand and address the 

serious range of sustainability and stakeholder issues connected 

to their business operations. 
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Recommendations to the Financial 

seRvices agency (Fsa): impRoving the code

general principle 2: appropriate  
Cooperation with stakeholders

general principle 2 points to the importance of “… establishing a 

corporate culture where the rights and positions of stakeholders 

are respected…,” including those of “local communities”. 

 »  “rights” to be respected should be further referenced, and 

include those reflected in international norms and instruments, 

such as the un guiding principles on business and Human 

rights, the oecd guidelines for multi-national corporations, 

ilo conventions and the un declaration on the rights of 

indigenous peoples. 

 »  in conceptualizing relevant stakeholders, including “local 

communities”, the code should specify that stakeholder 

relationships are defined by the full scope of a company’s 

business activities and relationships, and are inclusive of 

stakeholders that are adversely impacted through the activities 

of those companies with which it enters supply chain and/or 

financing business relationships, and civil society groups. 

 »  in ensuring the rights of stakeholders are respected, the code 

should encourage companies to identify and elaborate on 

their stakeholder engagement procedures, including access to 

relevant grievance, conflict and dispute resolution mechanisms.

principle 2.3: sustainability issues, including  
social and environmental matters

principle 2.3 calls on companies to “take appropriate measures to 

address sustainability issues, including social and environmental 

issues,” further noting under supplementary principle 2.3.1 that 

these matters should be addressed “positively and proactively.”

 »  the code should provide further clarity on the term 

“appropriate measures”, by including reference to best-practice 

esg procedures and frameworks for companies to identify, 

assess and seek to address the sets of sustainability issues 

relevant to their business, such as those found in the global 

reporting initiative (gri) g4 framework.

 »  while recognizing the value of many corporate social 

responsibility activities, the code should explicitly encourage 

companies to integrate social and environmental issues into 

their core business strategies, risk management and remedies 

to negative impacts.

 »  as it relates to companies with business exposure to tropical 

forest-risk commodities (but also more widely) the code should 

encourage companies to elaborate values-led sector-specific 

esg policies and commitments as a basis for “taking positive 

and proactive measures toward esg matters”.

general principle 3: disclosure of information

general principle 3 calls on companies to disclose information 

on “non-financial information” including “risks”, noting that 

the provision of such non-financial information “is an effective 

means to develop shared awareness and understanding with…

stakeholders, in particular given that as outsiders they suffer from 

information asymmetry.”

 »  consistent with the overall sustainability objectives of the 

code and with principle 2.3, the code should explicitly require 

comprehensive disclosure of information related to esg risks 

including the identification of negative impacts in company 

operations and wider business relationships as part of its 

reporting.

 »  the code should require companies to consider and explain 

how the provision of such information improves the quality 

and constructiveness of their stakeholder relationships and 

engagement with not only shareholders, but other stakeholders 

including affected communities and civil society groups. 
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Recommendations to the tokyo stock exchange  

(tse): enhanced guidance foR RepoRting

section i-1, basic views on Corporate governance 
and other basic information

 »  require companies to report on how they are complying with 

general principle 2, principle 2.3, and general principle 3.

section iii-3, status of measures to ensure due 
respect for stakeholders

 »  include reference to local communities and civil society in  

the indicative list of stakeholder groups.

 »  clarify that stakeholders include those that are impacted by 

a company’s operations and business relationships, including 

through the activities of companies with which it enters supply 

chain and/or financing relationships.

 »  improve guidance to ensure that companies report the full  

set of reports where esg information is disclosed, and  

reference by url.

section iv: matters Concerning internal  
Control system

 »  add specification of esg risk management systems as specific 

part of risk management reporting.

other

 »   add discussion and disclosure of framework(s) used to identify, 

assess, determine and update esg risk priorities, targets and 

action plans

 »  require the companies to identify and disclose the information 

about its sustainability issues as an important element of risk 

management and report how the board takes actions and 

considers addressing them positively and proactively.
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Recommendations to companies:  

stRengthening engagement and positive esg 

outcomes in FoRest-Risk commodity sectoRs

general principle 2: appropriate Cooperation with 
stakeholders 

 »   stakeholder relationships should be considered through the 

full scope of a company’s business activities and relationships, 

inclusive of stakeholders that are adversely impacted through 

the activities of those companies with which it enters supply 

chain and/or financing business relationships;

 »  respect and uphold the rights of all stakeholders, paying  

close attention to the customary and land tenure rights of 

indigenous peoples and local communities, including their 

right to give or withhold permission based on Free, prior and 

informed consent (Fpic);

 »  demonstrate compliance with free and fair labor practices, 

including no use of forced or child labor;

 »  conduct social impact assessments for relevant operations, 

and disclose sufficient information on the operations and 

assessment results to enable meaningful dialogue with 

stakeholders;

 »  establish a framework for external stakeholders to report  

esg risks and bring grievances, relating to supply chains  

and/or financial relationships, and commit to resolve all 

complaints and conflicts through an open, transparent and 

consultative process.

principle 2.3: sustainability issues, including social 
and environmental matters 

 »  develop and enforce policies for relevant sectors (through 

direct business operations, supply chain and/or financing 

relationships) with significant risks of adverse impacts on 

tropical forests. policies should be made public and do  

the following:

 »   elaborate the adverse social and environmental  

impacts particular to the sector

 »   outline expectations for clients/partners on how these  

are to be best prevented and addressed as relevant

 »   establish benchmarks where relevant, and clear  

thresholds for disengaging with suppliers or clients  

that are noncompliant.

 »  ensure operations are in full compliance with all relevant  

local, national and international laws;

 »  ensure operations fully respect and uphold the rights of 

indigenous peoples and local communities, including their 

right to give or withhold permission based on free, prior and 

informed consent (Fpic);

 »  ensure operations are in full compliance with free and fair  

labor practices;

 »  ensure no operations are engaged in deforestation or 

degradation of High conservation value (Hcv) forest,  

High carbon stock (Hcs) forest, or peatland areas;

 »  conduct risk-based due diligence in line with the oecd 

guidelines for multi-national enterprises.

general principle 3: disclosure of information 

 »  consistently identify, assess, and disclose sector-specific 

sustainability issues, including adverse esg risk factors;

 »  disclose sufficient company and client information to enable 

independent monitoring and meaningful dialogue with all 

stakeholders on measures taken to address environmental  

and social issues.4
phoTo: PAUL HILTON
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Assessment 

methodology

ten major japanese corporations were selected for this 

assessment based on ran’s knowledge of their direct and 

interconnected links to business operations causing tropical 

deforestation and associated social impacts. the tropical 

forest-risk commodities of greatest relevance to japan’s major 

corporations are pulp & paper, timber, and palm oil. companies 

were determined to have a direct link to tropical forest-risk 

operations, and thus selected for this study, based  

on one or more of the following criteria: 

 »  direct involvement in the production or trade of tropical  

forest-risk commodities;

 »  direct reliance on the supply of tropical forest-risk commodities;

 »  direct financial relationship (loans, underwritings and 

shareholdings) with clients engaged in the production, trade  

or processing of tropical forest-risk commodities. 

the 10 companies selected were: asKul corporation (asKul); Fuji 

oil Holdings (Fuji oil); itocHu corporation (itocHu); marubeni 

corporation (marubeni); mitsubishi uFj Financial group (muFg); 

mizuho Financial group (mizuho); oji Holdings corporation (oji); 

sumitomo Forestry corporation (sumitomo Forestry); sumitomo 

mitsui Financial group (smFg); and sumitomo mitsui trust 

Holdings (smtH).

each company’s corporate governance code report was 

evaluated against the key sustainability and stakeholder 

provisions in the code that have relevance to tropical forest-risk 

commodities: general principle 2; principle 2.3; and general 

principle 3. in general, company reports followed the framework  

of the guidelines for preparing corporate governance reports set 

out by the tse.5 under these guidelines, companies are instructed 

to explain noncompliance with any principles of the code, and 

otherwise report how they are complying with select principles in 

the code. the guidelines do not require companies to explain 

how they are complying with the stakeholder- or sustainability-

related principles under section 2 of the code or with the 

the summary assessment findings for each of the ten company 

reports is presented in the next section. where companies 

referenced company reports such as annual reports or csr 

reports, the content of these reports were considered to be  

part of the corporate governance code report. in some  

cases, our evaluation found that companies neglected to 

reference initiatives that have relevance to tropical forest-risk 

commodities - this information was included in this assessment 

and indicated accordingly. 

case studies of the pulp and paper, timber and palm oil sectors 

are also presented to highlight typical esg risks in these supply 

chains and financial relationships. 

    OuR AssessmeNt AskeD the  
fOllOwiNg questiONs:

1.   does the company’s report adequately describe how 

the company is engaging and respecting all impacted 

stakeholders, especially local communities?

2.   does the company’s report adequately describe how the 

company is addressing all relevant sustainability issues, 

including social and environmental problems?

3.   does the company’s report disclose all material non-

financial information in an accurate, clear and useful 

manner?

4.   does the company’s business operation or wider value 

chain have known adverse sustainability or stakeholder 

impacts not identified and reported through the 

company’s code report? 

requirement to disclose non-financial information under  

general principle 3. However, the guidelines encourage 

companies to explain how they are respecting the position of 

stakeholders, and it is here that companies have explained their 

efforts to address sustainability and cooperate with stakeholders.
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Assessment of compAny reports

Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing6 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in Company 
Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to  

general principle 2

 provisions that stipulate respect for 

stakeholders:

 » asKul code of conduct7

High-risk supply chain:

 »  pulp & paper trade with asia pulp and paper (app)  

in indonesia

esg risk exposure:

 »  conflicts with indigenous peoples and local communities  

over land;

 »  illegal operations;

 »  Forest fires leading to forest clearance and conversion of 

peatland, causing substantial co2 emissions; and

 »  destruction of High conservation value (Hcv) and High 

carbon stock (Hcs) forest areas.

(see pulp & paper case study)

asKul lacks:8

 »  minimum requirement to procure legal or sustainable paper 

products, or products not associated with human rights 

violations in its paper procurement policy;

 »  adequate due diligence measures to verify legality  

or sustainability;

 »  Formal procedure for addressing local community dispute 

resolution; and

 »  clear thresholds for disengaging with suppliers that fail  

to address esg risks.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to  

principle 2.3

measures to address sustainability:

 »  initiatives are disclosed on the company 

website and include renewable energy 

production, promoting energy efficiency 

and recycling, and contributing to 

nonprofit activities;8 

 »  environmental policy;9 

 »  establishment of mid- to long-term 

environmental goals;10 

 »  paper procurement policy;11 and 

 »  management of environmental risks 

on the basis of iso 14001-compliant 

management system and pdca cycle. 

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to  

general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 » asKul disclosure policy,12 and

 »  disclosure of evaluation on compliance 

with asKul environmental policy following 

ngo criticism on procurement of 

indonesian pulp & paper. 13

asKul lacks:

 »   transparency on volumes, traceability, and sustainability 

benchmarks for pulp & paper traded by asKul; and

 »  disclosure of esg risks in forest-risk commodity supply chain.

asKul CorporaTion (asKul) stock listing code: 2678  |  market cap: 228 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

goods purchase and sale 
(including private brands)

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:

indonesia
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing14 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in Company 
Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to  

general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for 

stakeholders:

 »  Fuji oil constitution;15 and

 »  csr action policy.16 

High risk supply chains:

 »  palm oil trade with malaysian and indonesian producers  

ioi and Kuala lumpur Kepong berhad (KlK).

esg risk exposure:

 »  illegal clearance of Hcv forests and conversion  

of peatland;

 »  conflict with forest-dependent communities over land  

and systematic violation of indigenous rights; and

 »  Human and labor rights violations, including child and  

forced labor.

(see palm oil case study) 

Key protocols for implementing Fuji oil’s responsible palm oil 

sourcing policy, adopted in march 2016,17 are still pending. 

these should ensure:

 »  consultation with social and environmental stakeholder 

groups on the design of implementation protocols;

 »  Full, transparent and regular disclosure mechanisms;

 »  time-bound implementation plans and goals for specific 

palm oil products and regions;

 »  clear dispute resolution mechanisms and procedures for 

stakeholders impacted by its suppliers activities;

 »  credible independent monitoring and verification 

mechanisms;

 »  appropriate staffing and resource allocations; and

 »  clear non-compliance protocols that set clear  

performance benchmarks for all suppliers.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to  

principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »   basic environmental policy;

 »  environmental targets on energy saving, 

reduction in water usage and discharge, 

waste reduction, and resource recycling;18 

 »  iso14001 certification for all domestic 

production sites;

 »  establishment of esg committee;19 

 »  sustainable procurement of raw  

materials (palm oil, cacao, soybean,  

and shea), focusing on production 

methods, labor environments, human 

rights, and environment-friendliness,  

and by establishing a traceability system. 

Fy 2017 targets include development  

of a responsible palm oil sourcing 

policy;20 and

 »  participation in rspo, global shea 

alliance, and un global compact.

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to  

general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  disclosure policy;21 and

 »  reporting of csr initiatives in  

sustainability report.

Fuji oil lacks:

 »   transparency on countries of origin, names of suppliers  

and volumes for palm oil supply; and

 »  disclosure of esg risks in palm oil supply chain.

fuJi oil holdings (fuJi oil) stock listing code: 2607  |  market cap: 174 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

trading

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies: 
indonesia, malaysia,  
papua new guinea
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Case study: PulP & PaPer

by all accounts, the 2015 fire season in indonesia ranks as  

one of the top global environmental disasters of the last decade. 

more than 2 million hectares of land and forests burned, 

spreading thick haze across indonesia and into singapore, 

malaysia and thailand.22 many intentionally set, the worst fires 

occurred on drained, carbon-rich peat land areas, which have 

been targeted for “development” by the pulp & paper and 

palm oil industries in indonesia.23 in just a few months the huge 

pulse of co2 emissions from the fires topped japan’s annual 

gHg emissions from all sources.24 direct economic costs to the 

indonesian economy exceeded $16 billion, more than negating 

the $12 billion in export earnings of the pulp & paper and palm oil 

sectors combined.25 26 

the haze may not have reached japan, but imports of woodchips, 

pulp and paper products associated with indonesia’s rainforest 

destruction enter japan on a regular basis via major japanese 

traders and producers including asKul, itocHu, marubeni,  

and oji Holdings. 

marubeni, sumitomo Forestry and oji have combined direct 

investments in industrial plantations in indonesia covering  

500,000 hectares, an area more than twice the size of 

greater tokyo. itocHu and marubeni are traders of products 

manufactured by app27 and asia pacific resources international 

Holdings limited (april), indonesia’s two largest pulp & paper 

companies, estimated to be responsible for the pulping of more 

than 3 million hectares of indonesia’s rainforests.28 asKul is also 

a top seller of copy paper in japan, whose major brands source 

paper from app. major japanese financial institutions, mizuho 

Financial group, muFg, smFg and smtH, provide financial 

services to some japanese companies who invest and/or buy 

from the forestry and pulp & paper industry in indonesia. these 

direct links to the high-risk pulp & paper supply chain in indonesia, 

expose these companies and financiers to the following esg risks.

   eNviRONmeNtAl Risks
 »   conversion of Hcv forest and forest fires have  

occurred in a south sumatra concession operated by 

marubeni’s subsidiary.29 

 »  sumitomo Forestry’s plantation investments in Kalimantan 

are mostly on peat lands, which cover 82% of its 

concession areas, leading to unsustainable degradation 

and high annual co2 emissions. plantation operations 

have been documented to clear significant areas of High 

carbon stock natural forest for woodchips.30 

 »  Flooding and displacement of villagers occurred as a result 

of land clearance by oji’s affiliate company, pt Korintiga 

Hutani, for its eucalyptus plantations in Kalimantan.31

 »  app and its parent group, sinar mas group, have a long 

history of forest clearance, destruction of habitat for 

critically endangered species, and developing carbon-rich 

peat lands. in 2015 app group’s concessions were major 

sources of forest fires in indonesia.32

   sOciAl Risks 
 »   marubeni’s pulp plantations in sumatra have an ongoing 

history of social conflict over customary land tenure rights, 

forced evictions33 and human rights violations.34

 »  sumitomo failed to conduct proper social and 

environmental impact assessments or Free, prior and 

informed consent (Fpic) procedures with indigenous 

peoples before initiating its plantation operations.35

 »  plantation development by oji’s affiliate, pt Korintiga 

Hutani, has resulted in conflicts with local farming 

communities.36 

 »  app group have a long history of social conflicts and 

displacement of communities from customary lands.37

   gOveRNANce Risks
 »  marubeni’s Forest stewardship council (Fsc) controlled 

wood certification for its pulp plantation in sumatra is 

currently suspended for conversion of 10% of its Hcv 

forest to plantations.38

 »  oji’s plantation investments in Kalimantan39 were 

subjected to government sanctions for setting fires, 

resulting in a three-month suspension of their operating 

license in december 2015.40

 »  oji lao plantation Forest ltd. (lpFl) had its Fsc certificate 

withdrawn on june 29 2015 for non-compliance with 

several Fsc principles.41

 »  app and april have been disassociated with Fsc since 

2007 and 2013 respectively.

 »  app and april group’s suppliers were sanctioned for 

forest fire 2015.42
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing43 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »  the itocHu group corporate philosophy and 

code of conduct;44 

 »  the itocHu group environmental policy;45

 »  basic activity guidelines on social contribution;46 

 »  basic policies for csr promotion;47 and

 »  itocHu corporation csr action guidelines  

for supply chains.48

High-risk supply chains:

 »   timber trade with logging companies in  

sarawak, malaysia;

 »  pulp & paper trade with april and app in  

indonesia; and

 »  palm oil trade with suppliers from indonesia and 

malaysia.

esg risk exposure:

 »  violations of the customary rights of indigenous 

peoples and local communities;

 »  violations of fundamental Human rights, including 

use of child labor in violation of ilo conventions;

 »  destruction of Hcv and Hcs forest areas;

 »  illegal logging, forest clearance, and conversion  

of peatlands;

 »  air, water and climate pollution; and

 »  corruption.  

itocHu lacks:

 »  adequate due diligence measures to verify 

compliance with its legality and sustainability 

standards;

 »  clear procedures for addressing noncompliance 

with its procurement standards;

 »  clear sustainability metrics or benchmarks for 

forest-risk commodities suppliers; and

 »  Formal procedure for local community dispute 

resolution or requirement on suppliers to have a 

dispute resolution mechanism.

(see timber, palm oil, and pulp & paper case studies)

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »  support for activities to restore and conserve 

tropical rainforests;

 »  Formulation of action plans in each organization 

and regional bloc based on basic policies for csr 

promotion, and their implementation based on the 

pdca (plan-do-check-act) cycle;49

 »  participation in un global compact and 

roundtable on sustainable palm oil; and

 »  establishment of a csr advisory board that 

includes external experts. 

additional information:

 »   policy on procurement of wood, wood  

products, paper manufacturing materials, and 

paper products50 

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  reporting of csr activities in annual report,  

csr report, and website;51 

 »  reporting in accordance with gri g4 guidelines;52

 »  basic ir policy;53 and

 »  participation in cdp.

itocHu lacks:

 »    disclosure of esg risks in forest-risk commodity 

supply chain; and

 »  transparency on countries of origin, names 

of suppliers, traceability and sustainability 

benchmarks.54

iToChu CorporaTion (iToChu) stock listing code: 8001  |  market cap: 2,276 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

trading

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia,  
papua new guinea
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing55 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »  csr material issues identified through dialogues 

with stakeholders;56 and 

 »  For operations overseas, marubeni will respect 

local cultures and customs and strive to operate 

business in a way that contributes to local 

development.

additional information:

 » compliance manual57

High-risk supply chains:

 »  timber trade with logging companies in  

sarawak, malaysia;

 »  pulp production and trade with producers  

in indonesia; and

 »  pulp & paper trade with app and april.

esg risk exposure:

 »  illegal logging

 »  destruction of Hcv and Hcs forest areas;

 »  extremely high incidence of fires in concession area;

 »  persistent social conflicts over customary land 

tenure rights including forced evictions;

 »  violation of human rights; and

 »  suspension of Forest stewardship council 

certification.

(see timber and pulp & paper case studies) 

marubeni lacks:

 »  sector-specific forest-commodity  

procurement policy;

 »  clear sustainability metrics or benchmarks for 

forest-risk commodities suppliers;

 »  adequate due diligence measures to verify legality 

of timber or pulp & paper supply; 

 »  clear procedures for countering noncompliance 

with supply chain policy or thresholds for 

disengaging with forest-risk commodity suppliers 

that fail to meet its standards; and

 »  Formal procedure for local community dispute 

resolution or requirement on suppliers to have a 

dispute resolution mechanism.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »  basic supply chain csr policy, and measures  

and procedures to counter noncompliance with 

labor standards which include on-site inspections 

of suppliers;58 

 »  voluntarily and actively seek to address 

environmental problems; 

 »  reduction of environmental burden and promotion 

of environmental businesses. 

 »  operation of an environmental management 

system (ems) based on iso 14001 and use of 

“plan-do-check-act (pdca) cycle to ensure 

ongoing improvement.” on-site inspections at 

group companies without iso 14001  

certification and engaged in activities with 

a relatively high risk of exerting a significant 

environmental impact;59 and

 »  participation in un global compact

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  disclosure policy;60 

 »  marubeni corporate principles;61

 »  compliance manual;62 and

 »  reporting on csr activities in the annual report, 

including esg data for internal operations

marubeni lacks:

 »  disclosure of esg risks in forest-risk commodity 

supply chain; and

 »  transparency on countries of origin, volumes, 

traceability, sustainability benchmarks and 

standards for forest-risk commodities traded  

and/or produced. 

marubeni CorporaTion (marubeni) stock listing code: 8002  |  market cap: 889 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

trading and production 

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing63 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »   corporate vision;64 and 

 »  principles of ethics and conduct.65

High-risk financial relationships:

 »    palm oil sector producers and traders  

including jardine matheson (astra agro lestari),  

ioi and itocHu;

 »  indonesian pulp & paper producers and traders 

including marubeni and itocHu; and

 »  traders in sarawak timber, including itocHu  

and marubeni. 

(see timber, palm oil and pulp & paper case studies)

muFg lacks:

 »  public, sector-specific esg financing policies  

for tropical forest-risk commodities to which it  

has exposure;

 »  policy to address sustainability as part of  

risk management;66 and

 »  integration of sustainability and stakeholder issues 

into corporate risk management structures or other 

board-level accountability mechanisms.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »   establishment of csr committee and csr 

promotion units.

additional information:

 »  csr materiality policy;67

 »  promotion of environmental businesses;68 and

 »  participation in un global compact, equator 

principles and un principles for responsible 

investment (un pri).

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 » investor relations policy;69

 »  disclosure publication and company website;70

 »  participation in cdp.

muFg lacks:

 »     explicit requirement to disclose non-financial 

information, including esg risks, in its investor 

relations policy; and

 »  disclosure of esg risks related to financial 

relationships

miTsubishi ufJ finanCial group (mufg) stock listing code: 8306  |  market cap: 7,143 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

Finance: loans and underwriting

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia

“
illegal logging accounts for more than 20% of the timber on the market 

and 50-90% of all forestry activities in key producer tropical forests…
Japan is among the world’s largest importers of tropical timber
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Case study: timber

logging is a major driver of deforestation, especially in the tropics 

where the risk of illegal logging is high. according to interpol, 

illegal logging accounts for more than 20% of the timber on 

the market and 50-90% of all forestry activities in key producer 

tropical forests, such as in southeast asia.71 

japan is among the world’s largest importers of tropical timber, 

largely in the form of plywood, and nowhere are the risks of illegal 

logging more apparent than in the state of sarawak, malaysia, 

which supplies nearly half of the imported plywood on the 

japanese market. itocHu, sumitomo Forestry, and marubeni are 

among japan’s largest buyers of tropical timber, and all three buy 

from some of the most notorious logging companies in sarawak 

- shin yang, samling, ta ann and wtK, which have been reported 

to be engaged in illegal and unsustainable logging.72 recognizing 

these risks, the norwegian pension Fund divested from all major 

publicly-listed logging companies in sarawak – samling, wtK, 

and ta ann,73 and Hsbc ended its commercial banking business 

in sarawak in 2014.74

as traders and financiers of companies engaged in this high-risk 

supply chain, itocHu, sumitomo Forestry, marubeni, mizuho, 

muFg, smFg and smtH are exposed to the following esg risks.

   eNviRONmeNtAl Risks
 »     southeast asia has one of the highest rates of tropical 

primary forest loss in the world, causing significant 

biodiversity loss and co2 emissions. 

 »  shin yang, one of the largest suppliers of tropical  

plywood to japan, was recently found clear-cutting  

forests in the Heart of borneo transboundary  

conservation area at a rate of 42 soccer fields per day.75

 »  ta ann was found to be in the process of destroying  

more than 100,000 hectares of tropical rainforest in  

the sundaland biodiversity Hotspot, degrading critical 

habitat for endangered species.76

   sOciAl Risks
 »    samling, shin yang and ta ann currently face legal 

challenges from indigenous communities for violating  

their customary right to land.77

 »  conflict and displacement of indigenous peoples 

and local communities, resulting in loss of traditional 

livelihoods, increased poverty, food insecurity and  

social breakdown.

   gOveRNANce Risks

 »  High risk of illegal logging. un office of drugs and  

crime has estimated that roughly 50% of the timber 

produced by sarawak is illegal.78

 »  systematic illegal logging by samling in 6 concessions 

investigated by the norwegian government pension Fund. 

 »  High incidence of corruption in the allocation of logging 

and plantation licenses.79

phoTo: GLObAL WITNeSS
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing80 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 

2: appropriate 

cooperation with 

stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to  

general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect  

for stakeholders:

 »   code of conduct;81 and

 »  basic policy on involvement in csr activities. 

High-risk financial relationships:

 »    palm oil sector producers and traders including 

jardine matheson (astra agro lestari), salim group 

(indofood), and itocHu;

 »  indonesian pulp & paper producers and traders 

including marubeni, itocHu, and oji; and

 »  timber producers and traders, including itocHu, 

marubeni and sumitomo Forestry.

(see timber, palm oil and pulp & paper  

case studies) 

mizuho lacks:

 »   public, sector-specific, esg financing policies 

for tropical forest-risk commodities to which it 

has exposure;

 »  efforts to reduce environmental impacts 

resulting from financing of companies involved 

in forest-risk commodities;82

 »  explicit reference to non-financial esg risks  

in its risk management policy; and

 »  integration of sustainability and stakeholder 

issues into corporate risk management 

structures or other board-level accountability 

mechanisms.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »  implementation of medium- and long-term  

csr activities based on the group csr  

initiative policy;83

 »  efforts to reduce environmental impact of its 

internal business activities and the financial 

products and services it provides;

 »  establishment of csr committees to promote  

csr across the group;84 and

 »  participation in un global compact, equator 

principles and un pri.85

general principle 

3: appropriate 

information disclosure 

and transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general 

principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  disclosure policy;86 

 »  annual ‘integrated reports’ include esg 

information;87 and

 »  participation in cdp.

mizuho lacks:

 »     explicit requirement to report on non-financial 

information, including esg risks, in its disclosure 

policy;88 and

 »  disclosure of esg risks related to financial 

relationships. 

mizuho finanCial group (mizuho) stock listing code: 8411  |  market cap: 4,110 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

Financing: loans, underwriting, 
and shareholding

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing89 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »  oji group corporate code of conduct;90 and

 »  oji group behaviour standard: respect for  

Human rights.91

csr activities aim to build relationships  

with stakeholders.92

High-risk supply chains:

 »   pulp wood production with Korindo group in  

indonesia; and

 »  oji lao plantation Forest.

esg risk exposure:

 »  suspension of pulp wood operation in indonesia for  

illegal use of fires;

 »  systemic failures to properly recognize and respect 

customary land tenure rights of local communities 

and indigenous peoples; and

 »  termination of Fsc certification in laos.

(see pulp & paper case study) 

oji lacks:

 »  clear procedures for addressing noncompliance 

with procurement policy or thresholds for 

disengaging with suppliers that fail to meet its 

standards; and

 »  Formal procedure for local community dispute 

resolution or requirement on suppliers to have a 

dispute resolution mechanism.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »   oji group environmental charter and action 

guidelines;93

 »  environmental action program 2020, which 

includes targets for emissions reduction, 

sustainable Forest management / paper recycling 

and responsible raw materials procurement;94

 »  partnership procurement policy;95 and 

 »  wood raw material procurement guidelines.96

additional information:

 »    risk management system that considers 

environmental and human rights issues.97

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »   csr activities disclosed in annual report and  

on the company website, including information  

on forest certification area;98 and

 »  disclosure of status of implementation of wood 

procurement guidelines.99 

oji lacks:

 »  disclosure of esg risks in forest-risk commodity 

supply chain.

oJi holdings CorporaTion (oJi) stock listing code: 3861  |  market cap: 447 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:
production 

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:

indonesia, laos
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing100 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »    “our values and ideals”;101 and

 »  active communication with all stakeholders  

in conducting its business activities.

sumitomo Forestry incorporates stakeholder opinion 

in the company’s management.

High-risk supply chains:

 »     timber trade with logging companies in  

sarawak, malaysia; and

 »  pulp wood production in indonesia.

esg risk exposure:

 »      illegal logging;

 »  destruction of Hcv and Hcs forest areas;

 »  pulp plantation development, including on 

peatlands, without adequate social and 

environmental impact assessments or Fpic in 

indigenous peoples areas; and

 »  violations of the customary rights of indigenous 

peoples and local communities.

(see timber and pulp & paper case studies) 

sumitomo Forestry lacks:

 »   adequate due diligence measures to verify legality  

of timber supply;

 »  clear thresholds for disengaging with forest-risk 

commodity suppliers that fail to meet procurement 

policy standards; and

 »  Formal procedure for local community dispute 

resolution or requirement on suppliers to have a 

dispute resolution mechanism.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »   sumitomo Forestry group environmental policy;102

 »  enhancement of environmental activities through 

pdca (plan-do-check-act) cycle at each 

organization;

 »  sumitomo Forestry group procurement policy, 

including benchmarks;103 and

 »  csr material issue includes: “continuing to  

procure wood and materials that take 

sustainability and biodiversity into consideration.” 

integration of this issue into group’s mid-term csr 

management plan.104

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  “our values and ideals”;105 and

 »  reporting of csr activities in annual csr reports, 

including measures to address some timber- and 

pulp-related esg risks in their supply chain.106

sumitomo Forestry lacks:

 »      transparency on countries of origin and volumes  

for timber supply; and

 »  consistent disclosure of esg risks in forest-risk 

commodity supply chain. 

sumiTomo foresTry CorporaTion stock listing code: 1911  |  market cap: 263 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

trading and production

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia
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Case study: Palm Oil

demand for palm oil has grown rapidly over the past twenty 

years, and continues to do so, at the expense of tropical forests, 

the communities that depend on them and the rights of palm oil 

workers. japan’s imports of palm oil and derivative products more 

than doubled between 2000 and 2014.107 the majority of japan’s 

imports come from the world’s top palm oil producers – indonesia 

and malaysia – where many of the world’s most notorious palm 

oil companies operate such as aal (jardine matheson), indofood 

(salim group), ioi and Kuala lumpur Kepong berhad (KlK). 

many japanese corporations are directly involved in the palm 

oil supply chain in southeast asia. itocHu and Fuji oil (whose 

top shareholder is itocHu) purchase palm oil from indonesia 

and malaysia for trading and/or manufacturing purposes. 

major japanese financial institutions, mizuho Financial group, 

muFg, smFg and smtH, provide financial services to palm oil 

companies and their parent groups. as customers and financiers 

of companies operating in high-risk regions, Fuji oil, itocHu, 

mizuho, muFg, smFg and smtH are at high-risk of exposure to  

the following esg risks.

   eNviRONmeNtAl Risks
 »   drainage and planting on peatland in Kalimantan by 

aal since 2009 released an estimated 2.0 million tonnes 

co2. aal also used fire in its concessions in Kalimantan 

and cleared primary forest in central sulawesi.108

 »  clearance by indofood’s subsidiary pt lonsum in  

east Kalimantan.109

 »  active fires were detected in ioi’s subsidiaries pt  

bumi sawit sejahtera’s (bss) High conservation value 

(Hcv) area in west Kalimantan, indonesia, in late  

2015 – destroying peat forest and habitat for 

endangered species.110

 »  active clearance of forests within two KlK plantations  

in Kalimantan was detected in 2013 and 2014.111

   sOciAl Risks
 »  aal, the largest palm oil company yet to join the  

rspo, is involved in land disputes with communities  

and indigenous peoples, such as the orang rimba  

in sumatra.112

 »  indofood’s operations in north and south sumatra 

resulted in conflict with communities, including  

forced evictions.113

 »  customary land of the long teran Kanan indigenous 

group in sarawak was taken by an ioi controlled 

plantation without Fpic or remedy.114

 »  KlK refuses to give up its claim to land in papua 

new guinea, despite strong opposition by local 

communities.115

 »  an indofood subsidiary has been known to rely on  

casual laborers to fulfill core plantation work – evading 

fair wages, health insurance and other worker rights.116

 »  Human and labor rights violations have been reported in 

ioi’s plantations in sarawak, including incidents of forced 

and compulsory labor.117

 »  evidence of child and forced labor was uncovered on 

KlK’s plantations in indonesia in 2012 and 2013.118

   gOveRNANce Risks
 »  ioi has been found to be driving deforestation, draining 

peatland, operating without proper licences and failing 

to prevent fires in its pt bss, pt sukses Karya sawit and 

pt berkat nabati sawit concessions in west Kalimantan. 

ioi’s pt bss continues to illegally drain and develop 

peatland despite sanctions.119
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing120 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »   corporate governance guidelines;121 and

 »  code of conduct.

smFg “undertakes csr activities that respect  

the position of stakeholders”.

High-risk financial relationships:

 »    palm oil sector producers and traders including 

jardine matheson (astra agro lestari), salim group 

(indofood), Fuji oil, and itocHu;

 »  indonesian pulp & paper producers and traders 

including oji, itocHu and marubeni; and

 »  timber producers and traders, including itocHu, 

marubeni and sumitomo Forestry.

(see timber, palm oil and pulp & paper case studies) 

smFg lacks:

 »  public, sector-specific, esg financing policies for 

tropical forest-risk commodities to which it has 

exposure; 

 »  explicit reference to non-financial esg risks in  

its risk management policy; and

 »  integration of sustainability and stakeholder issues 

into corporate risk management structures or other 

board-level accountability mechanisms.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »   stipulation of “environment”, “next generation” 

and “community” as medium- to long- term 

priority csr issues (materiality) and efforts to 

address them;

 »  management of environmental risks: Factoring 

of environmental risks into the credit assessment 

and general policy of not executing loans to 

companies and businesses that have an adverse 

environmental impact;122

 »  promotion of environmental businesses;

 »  reduction of operational environmental impact 

based on iso140001 certification;

 »  establishment of group csr committee and 

group csr office; and

 »  participation in un global compact, equator 

principles and un pri.

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »  content of csr activities disclosed on homepage, 

csr report, and disclosure reports;123 and

 »  disclosure policy.124

smFg lacks:

 »     requirement to disclose non-financial information, 

including esg risks, in its disclosure policy; and

 » disclosure of esg risks.

sumiTomo miTsui finanCial group (smfg) stock listing code: 8316  |  market cap: 4,712 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

Financing: loans, underwriting, 
and shareholding

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia
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Company’s CorporaTe governanCe Code reporTing125 ran’s assessmenT of CriTiCal gaps in 
Company Code reporTing

general principle 2: 

appropriate cooperation 

with stakeholders other 

than shareholders

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 2

provisions that stipulate respect for stakeholders:

 »  basic policy on the social responsibility of the 

sumitomo mitsui trust group (sustainability 

policy);126 and

 »  Human rights policy.127

stakeholder dialogue identified as high priority  

csr issue.128

High-risk financial relationships:

 »  palm oil trader itocHu;

 »  indonesian pulp & paper producers and traders 

including oji, itocHu and marubeni; and

 »  timber producers and traders, including itocHu, 

marubeni and sumitomo Forestry.

(see timber, palm oil, and pulp & paper case studies)

smtH lacks:

 »  public, sector-specific, esg financing policies  

for tropical forest-risk commodities to which it  

has exposure.

principle 2.3: 

sustainability issues, 

including social and 

environmental matters

self-reported as “compliant” to principle 2.3

 measures to address sustainability:

 »    csr policies;

 »  promotion of csr activities by the csr  

promotion office;

 »  Formulation of “environmental policy,” “action 

guidelines for mitigating climate change,” and 

“action guidelines for preserving biodiversity”;129

 »  participation in un global compact, un pri  

and equator principles;

 »  consideration of esg risks as part of their 

approach to risk management e.g. establishment 

of esg risk response project team in 2013;130

 »  iso 14001 certification for four smtH  

buildings; and

 »  Factoring environmental and social impacts  

into investment and loans identified as a high 

priority csr issue.131

general principle 3: 

appropriate information 

disclosure and 

transparency

self-reported as “compliant” to general principle 3

policy and measures on disclosure:

 »   disclosure of appropriate corporate  

information through csr reports, annual  

reports, and website;132

 »  information disclosure policy;133

 »  sustainability policy; and

 »  participation in cdp

smtH lacks:

 »  disclosure of esg risks related to forest-risk 

commodities.

sumiTomo miTsui TrusT holdings (smTh) stock listing code: 8309  |  market cap: 1,349 billion yen

foresT-risK  
business:

Finance: loans, underwriting, 
and shareholding 

foresT-risK CommodiTies: affeCTed foresT areas  
and CommuniTies:
indonesia, malaysia
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ConClusions 

all of the companies featured in this assessment claimed to 

have been compliant with the sustainability and stakeholder 

principles contained in the code. the findings presented in 

this report bring these claims into question. ran found that the 

current standards of company reporting on sustainability and 

stakeholder issues are generally inadequate when compared 

to the multitude of serious forest sector risks to which the 

companies in this study are connected with. none disclosed 

sufficient information to determine how their company is 

positively or proactively addressing the full suite of serious esg 

forest-risks they are exposed to. in all cases, the companies 

were found to be linked to significant ongoing environmental 

and social conflicts, for which resolution is still required if claims 

towards sustainability are to be credible. 

until such a time as standards have improved, company 

reporting on sustainability and stakeholder issues should be 

subjected to more active monitoring and verification by  

japan’s Financial services agency (Fsa) in order to: 

 »  accelerate uptake and support for significant improvements 

in how listed companies are internalizing esg issues in their 

operations and business relationships; 

 »  encourage wider uptake and more systemic approaches to 

develop positive and pro-active implementing actions to 

address them; and,

 »  promote more comprehensive, meaningful and accurate 

reporting and disclosure.

concerted actions by all companies with business relationships 

linked to tropical forest-risk commodities will be essential for 

making progress to protect and conserve these unique and 

threatened ecosystems, while also respecting and upholding the 

rights of key stakeholder groups, particularly local communities. 

too often overlooked and marginalized, these stakeholder 

groups are in fact critical partners whose cooperation, 

contributions and empowerment are fundamental if this 

endeavor is to succeed.

phoTo: PAUL HILTON / RAN
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